
Compulsory English 

 English is a global language used in many spheres of human life, it has gained significance. 

Skills and expertise acquired in usage of the language makes the person present himself / herself 

for jobs/ employment/ profession in various fields. After studying the programme the learner 

shall be able to understand basic skills of the  English language for applying it in his / her chosen 

field to apply the knowledge acquired in the job assigned / employment accepted / profession 

undertaken. General  

Course Outcome (COs) : 

 1. To facilitate the learners in acquiring listening and speaking competence  

2. To assist the learners in independent language comprehension and production  

3. To make the students aware of the different communicative functions of English. 

4. To impact skills and proficiency for being employed as teachers, state government employees, 

civil aviation, engineering and medico-related industry, defence, commerce and taxation sector.  

5. To be able to speak, write, read and listen flawlessly in person and through the electronic 

mode in English. 

 6. To understand views of others, mediate contradictory views/ disagreements, reaching 

conclusion in groups / group discussions.  

Course Specific Outcome :  

     After completion of this course successfully, students would be able to 1. Understand nature 

and nuances of English Language used in prose lessons, poetic passages. Course Learning 

Outcome At the end of the Course, student would be able to:  

1. Understand the paragraph, prose and poetry.  

2. Apply the four skills of language in his daily inter-personal communications. 

 3. Formulate/ compose his own sentences and able to speak English Language. 



 4. Converse with other students in English. 

 5. Communicate their ideas and concepts properly in English. 

 

 

 Employability Potential:  

Students who pass the B.Sc programme with English as one of the subjects in Semester one and 

two have good opportunities of employment in Education, industry, sectors pass outs could get a 

job as steno, receptionist, event manager etc. If he / She develops his/ her can play the role or a 

job as a translator. Students, who learn English language and grammar are good at 

communicating effectively, write and speak in English. This makes them eligible to grab career 

opportunities, such as translator, professor, various posts in media, industry, ministry etc. 


